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Brass Knuckles were initially introduced for using as a handle for knives that were used for military
fighting purposes. The finger holes provided in this equipment offer additional grip and security and
maximum pushing power as well. When two people are engaged in knife or hand fight, the striking
power can be boosted with the help of the knuckle guard. Different types of this equipment are sold
these days and irrespective of the type, they are made out of solid piece of metal.

The most common of its type is made out of brass, aluminum or other similar alloys. The four open
loops provided in the device are designed with a view to fit around the fingers. When the fingers of
the user are clasped, the inside of the handle of brass knuckle knives are curved for fitting
comfortably into the palm. The outside ring present in the knuckles normally is smooth and flat.
Even some models are offered with four raised pavilions or burrs for maximizing the damage when
striking.

Of the different styles, the ring style knuckles is popular and the rings can be placed in the index
and middle finger. These are employed in combination with an appropriate striking technique
thereby landing the first two knuckles onto the target. Even though they are smaller in size, they can
optimize the damage from a strike that is properly executed.

Another common style is spiked brass models and these are dangerous weapons in such a way that
some governments have banned its usage as illegal. They normally have minimum four to
maximum six screw holes for varied sizes of sharpened metal spikes. Even they are offered with
fixed spikes of minimum an inch or even greater length. When a person strikes using this
equipment, there will be puncture wounds in the body of the opponent and they are made with the
purpose of maiming or killing an opponent.

Another model of brass knuckle knives is the jeweled brass knuckles and this type is based on the
frame of other types, however they are offered with raised jewels that look like the user wearing four
large wrings in his hand. Another purpose solved by them is the user can hide the weapon or they
can make the wearing of weapon appear discrete. Even brass knuckles are worn as trendy
ornaments and so they are used neither for defensive nor for offensive purposes.

Nowadays, some of the online stores are selling these items online and the purchaser can
conveniently purchase them from home.
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Markrolfin - About Author:
Knockout Knucks offers a wide variety of quality self defense items like butterfly knives, a brass
knuckle knives, sap gloves and many more products with best prices and high level of service to all
our customers. For more details on a brass knuckles, please visit us online.
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